BOYCOTT OF CLASSES
ON APRIL 23rd
TO PROTEST FILTH IN BARUCH

Victory!
Stat. 357 And Business 100
Not Required For Jrs. & Srs.

Dean Jerome R. Cohen
School of Business and Public Administration
Baruch College

Dear Dean Cohen:

In response to your letter of March 31, 1970, relative to the Student Senate's program of April 8, 1970, I am pleased to inform you that the Committee on Courses and Standards approved the proposed changes at its meeting today, as follows:

1. All students who have elected the September 1969, curriculum for the B.B.A. degree and who are scheduled to receive the B.B.A. degree by September 1971, will be exempted, upon their request, from the requirements of Statistics 357 and Business Policy 100, providing they file such requests by May 20, 1971.

Day Session students should apply in Room 606 and evening session students should apply in Room 6.

Sincerely yours,
Frank Saidel
Associate Dean

The letter represents an accomplishment of no small significance. It proves that students, if they are willing to work for it, can achieve the rectification of wrongs by working within the system. It also proves that the faculty and administration of our school are willing to admit that they erred, which is a big plus in their favor.

That the issue behind the two courses was not that they were made required, nor was it their content. Rather, it was the way in which they were made required.

Under our system of government, a person cannot be accused of committing a crime if the act he performed were not a crime at the time of performance. Similarly, students cannot be made to take courses in a curriculum if said courses were not required at the time they chose the curriculum.

Statistics 357 and Business Policy 100, although they are excellent courses, were passed as requirements in October 1969, which (Continued on Page 6)

THE TICKER is appealing to students and faculty to boycott classes on Thursday, April 23rd, in observance of Baruch Clean-Up Day. This action is being called for to stress our objections to the deplorable condition of our College.

For years Baruchians have complained about the filthy conditions in which they must spend so much time. We at TICKER believe that now is the time to act. As we reported in TICKER, April 22nd is Earth Day. We have more earth in Baruch than we can use, and so we are asking you, students and faculty of Baruch, to cooperate with us to alleviate our plight by staying home on April 23rd. How will staying home help clean the school? Very simply—if not all attending classes, the building will be free of people so that the maintenance staff can give the classrooms, halls, floors and walls a thorough scrubbing, unhindered and uninterrupted. When we return to Baruch, we should be greeted by a clean building.

Mr. John Bubel has given us word that the maintenance staff will be on the job April 23rd. Dean Rosner has agreed to supply all the equipment that will be necessary to get the job done. The administration is willing to cooperate, and we believe the students will also be willing to do their share.

There are some things that we can do every day to help keep our school habitable. Don't throw papers, gum, cigarette butts, etc. on the floor and don't write on the walls.

But, most of all, don't attend classes on April 23rd. Let the administration know that we refuse to tolerate learning in dirt any longer. If the sixteenth floor can always be clean, so can the rest of the building. We ask the faculty not to mark lowerclassmen cutting on that day, and we further implore them to not schedule exams on that day. We need your support. Boycott for a cleaner school!

SUPPORT THE BOYCOTT—THURSDAY APRIL 23rd
**Topless Dancer Comments On The Value Of The Bra**

By Brian Fairchild

Topless dancers have been a common sight in the city for years, but the value of the bra remains a topic of debate. The question of whether or not to wear a bra has long been a source of controversy. Some argue that the bra is a symbol of oppression, while others believe it serves a necessary function. In this week's installment of our series, we explore the topic from a different perspective.

**GEOGRAPHY 3350: Geographical Basis of Civilization and Resources of the United States**

June 5–July 15

Students travel to the Midwest, South, and East to study population distribution, settlement patterns, transportation routes, manufacturing, etc. To visit Indian reservations, the Canadian prairies, Appalachia, national parks.

Students camp out 4 credits, $746.

**GEOLOGY 46: Field Course (August 5–Sept. 1)**

Students travel to Red Lodge, Montana to study standard mapping techniques used by geologists. 4 credits, $946 plus $50 supply fee.

**GEOLOGY 93: Field Course, Economics of Geology**

July 28–August 6

Students travel to the New England States and the maritime provinces of Canada to study metallic and non-metallic mineral deposits, 3 credits, $1564 plus $125 overhead and organizational fee.

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION & FIELD COURSES ON THE ISLAND OF ST. JOHN, THE AMERICAN VIRGIN ISLANDS**

June 10–June 30

Students learn outdoor education and camping, basic or advanced skills, driving or sailing, 5 credits, $700.

**SCIENCE II: General Science of the Ocean**

June 1–June 30

Students study the ocean environment on the island of St. John. Students camp out on the beach, 1 or 2 credit hours available, $99.50.

**WHO NEEDS MONEY?**

With the 1992-1993 academic year drawing to a close, the question of who needs money becomes increasingly relevant. While many students and faculty members may not be immediately aware of the financial exigencies facing some of their peers, the issue is one that deserved attention. In this article, we explore the dynamics of need and explore the ways in which financial support can be provided to those in need.

**Wollman Fund Issue Continues Briloff Comments On Underfunding**

By Warren M. Smith

The Wollman Fund, established in honor of the late Morton Wollman, has been a source of controversy in recent years. The fund, which was created to support the College's publishing capability, has faced criticism for its underfunding and lack of effectiveness. In this article, we continue our discussion of the Wollman Fund and the issues surrounding it.

**LAMPORT LEADERS' Workshop Follow Up Session**

**Panel Discussion**

**TOPICS**

1. Elements of an effective workshop.
2. Follow up strategies.
3. Tools for evaluation.

**THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 8 P.M. OAK LOUNGE, S.C.**

For Discussion & Evaluation of THE WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE
The Ins and Outs of Sex Among The Nations Students

Great Food At: ALADIN'S

On 23rd Street Next To Baruch
For Delivery Call: GR 5-3870

Hungry?

Baruch Baseball

College Baseball team will play in a game scheduled for April 16th.

The Ticker

April 14, 1970

April 14, 1970

Petitions

FOR THE
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OF

PRESIDENT
Executive Vice President
V.P. of Educational Affairs
V.P. of Community Affairs
V.P. of Club & Social Affairs
Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Student Council Are Available
At the Desk in the Main Lobby of the S.C.
Censorship

Legislation

BILL THREATENS CAMPUS NEWSPAPERS

ALL FIVE NEWSPAPERS IN THE CITY UNIVERSITY SYSTEM ARE THREATENED WITH LOSS OF SUPPORT through student activity fees or by subscription to services that now receive student money, according to a new bill introduced into the state Legislature last week by Assemblyman Edward Annan of Staten Island. The bill, according to Annan, will prevent newspapers from being founded or operated at public expense if they receive student money from advertising, subscriptions, or other sources.

HEARST newsmen were present at the hearing of the bill and were present when the bill was introduced. The bill, according to Annan, will prevent newspapers from being founded or operated at public expense if they receive student money from advertising, subscriptions, or other sources.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE is now threatening to close down the STANDARDS OF OFFICE, a new improved print shop that is being operated by students in the University of Oregon. The department has asserted that the newspaper is not in compliance with the new standards and that it will be closed down on April 15. Applications can be found in the Student Personnel Office.
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Students and Marriages: The Reasons Why

Dear Editor:

An instructor at the University of Connecticut recently wrote a column for the Connecticut Daily News, titled "The College Adolph shows that students were interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. "Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. ""Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. ""Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. ""Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. ""Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. ""Most of the respondents were interviewed. The College Adolph shows that in the past few years, students have been interviewed to determine their reasons for not getting dates. 

Boycott Classes April 23rd

You're Looking For A Groovy FIRESIDE CHAT? Then Dean Cohen's Pad Is Where It's At! APRIL 17 - FRIDAY 8:00 P.M.

Fireside Chat with Professor MARLIN April 16

INFORMATION CONTACT BOOCHERS RM. 315

A SUMMER IN ISRAEL... AND COLLEGE CREDITS, TOO!
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Baruch Bra-LESS Day Today

DELIVERY
FREE 10 oz. CUP OF SODA
AND POTATO SACKS AND COLE SLAW
with every Sandwich purchased
Located under RED & WHITE striped awning at 56 S. LEXINGTON AVENUE
Council of Club Presidents
MEETING
FRIDAY, APRIL 17
Room 402
2 o'clock

NEW COLLEGE DISCOUNT PLAN: NOW AT HAMPTON STEREO/COMPONENTS/TAPE SYSTEMS B & W TV / COLOR TV / APPLIANCES Present your college I.D. card to our manager & get your special discount off our regular low, low prices.

Chancellor Albert Bewker
Board of Higher Education
325 East 65th Street
New York, N. Y.

Dear Chancellor Bewker:

I am the undersigned, a student of the Baruch College of the City University of New York, protest the proposed increase in the general fee, no matter how much the increase may be.

I believe that in a free university system, such as ours, the burden of payment for education should not fall on the student, but should be shared by society as a whole.

I demand that the Board of Higher Education not pass any fee increase.

(Sign this, clip it, and leave it in the Ticker Office, 307 FSC.)

The American Indian had love beads 100 years ago. The world
Thunderbird Indian Powow
Club Lounge, 13:1 P.M., Institute Coffee and Music Hour

I don't think you'd want to accept an offer of a mattress.

Press of the Baruch College.

The American Indian had love beads 100 years ago. The world.
Thunderbird Indian Powow
Club Lounge, 13:1 P.M., Institute Coffee and Music Hour

I don't think you'd want to accept an offer of a mattress.

Press of the Baruch College.
RALLY!

THURS. APRIL 16th

12-2 P.M.
in the AUDITORIUM

TO PROTEST PROPOSED FEE INCREASES

WE NEED YOUR HELP!